
Our Path to Peace 
1 – Faith over Fear in our Hearts 

Matthew 6.25-34 
 
 
Faith over fear – because we relate to God on the basis of the former, not the latter (and don’t 
want to get used to relating to Him out of fear) – we never enjoy Him, fully trust Him  
“Little faith” (v.30) – not “no faith” or “struggle with faith” 
 
Worry / Anxiety – stronger than the one but not as medical as the other  
 
We worry about tomorrow (v.34) and about today (v.25-32) 

• Our path to peace begins in our hearts (where we start today) 
 
He is a Good Good Father 

• He is generous (v.28-30) – we don’t fear because God provides, we take our fear to the 
God who provides 

• He is involved (v.31-32) – He is always good in every situation and always knows our 
every need 

• Exodus – see, hear, aware (not a distant dad) 
 
 
He values YOU (v.25-27) 

• These were not spiritual all-stars (4.23-25) 
• Value is measured by the price someone is willing to pay (Gal 2.20) – Sam $20 bill on 

Brain Games / House in Waco Appraisal 
o It’s not that the cross doesn’t say more – but it doesn’t say less 

 
 
How do we go about this?  Seek the Kingdom (v.33) 

• Activity – the faith that says God can see my needs and meet them 
o Your faith is not an magic spell that you break out to control God or mitigate 

your fear 
• Priority – the faith that says this is worth everything, orienting my life around, giving my 

best effort to, sacrificing for, staying in orbit of 
• DAVE DAWSON – “either Jesus is telling the truth or He’s not, either I have reason to 

worry about tomorrow or I don’t, either I can trust Him or I can’t, but what I can’t do is 
seek the Kingdom second – it just doesn’t work…give ‘em both barrels, son” 

 
 
 
 
 



Questions for Discussion: 
1. Reread the passage (Matthew 6.25-34) so that it’s fresh on your mind.  What is the   

topic / event / issue about which you are most inclined to worry?  Why do you think it is 
that particularly? 

2. How does our value to God fight the temptation to worry?  How difficult is it for you to 
believe that God values you?  Read Deut. 32.9-11 and Psalm 17.7-9.  What do these 
passages say about how God expresses that value to you?  Have you seen that to be 
true in your life? 

3. Jesus prioritizes seeking the Kingdom (6.33).  That is, we are to shape our lives around 
living under His rule and seeking the transformation He wants to do in us.  What is one 
thing you can do this week differently to prioritize and live out Matthew 6.33? 

4. What worries you about “tomorrow?”  How has God been faithful to you “today” so 
that you can release “tomorrow” to Him? 

5. Corona Check-in:  how are you doing?  Those around you? 
 


